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By Ted Kaye

I’ve recently noted a profound
philosophical difference among
vexillologists about what is the
“essential flag” to study.
One camp holds that it is the real,
physical flag (museum folks, some
historians, and collectors gravitate
to that side) and any representation
of it is merely theoretical.
The other camp holds that it is
the flag’s design as specified and
adopted (scholars, designers, and
analytical types gravitate to that
other side) and that is the true
essence—physical flags being only
representations or approximations
(and frequently flawed).
Many vexillologists will say “of
course, it’s both”, but their actions
and the emphasis of their analyses
will usually reveal a strong bias
toward one of the camps.

I name thee “Old Glory”.
—Captain William Driver, 1824,
referring to a specific flag sewn
by his mother and
young female admirers.

Heraldry appears to have a definite
position on this issue. My understanding that the “official” coat of
arms is the “blazon”, the words
that describe the arms, and that
any depiction which follows those

words is acceptable. Thus most
heraldic work focuses primarily on
those blazons, and refers to actual
representations in order to understand/interpret those blazons.
That is, heraldry is firmly in the
“as specified and adopted” camp.
I’ve heard arguments for both sides
articulated as recently as ICV27.
I think this would be fascinating
to explore this further and look
forward to readers’ comments.
Which of these is
the “essential” PFA flag?

The PFA flag, as manufactured by
TME Co. in 2010.

The PFA flag, as illustrated based on
the 2010 official specifications.

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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July 2018 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our July meeting, hosted by Ted
Kaye, 14 PFA members and guests
enjoyed an evening of flags and
extensive conversation.
In his role as host, Ted moderated
the discussion, beginning with
introductions.

Leo Gardella showed a flag of
New South Wales fabricated by
prison industries, a South Carolina
secession flag, and a mystery flag
thought to be a Civil-War-era
design, made by Golden State
Display.
Joyce Gifford reported how a
customer from Mississippi insisted
on ordering patches in the rejected
2001 state flag design rather than
the actual current (and embattled)
flag.
Ted Kaye shared books and flags
from his collection, including his
newest acquisition—a 64-flag
U.S. state/territory composite flag
originated years ago by Peter
Orenski (tmealf.com).

Leo Gardella unfurls a South Carolina
secession banner.

Joyce Gifford shows the would-be
Mississippi state flag of 2001.
August 2018

Michael Orelove shared then gave
away an “International Flag String”

Ted Kaye shares a classic combo-flag
from the late Peter Orenski’s TME Co.

and talked about flags and the
FIFA World Cup, with the final
match three days off. He led a
discussion of how such flag sets
are chosen—based on geography,
country size, or flag diversity.

Patrick Genna and Michael Orelove examine the mystery flag—
reportedly a Civil-War-era design.
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Michael Orelove celebrates FIFA World Cup season with a string of international flags.
The group speculated on the organizing principle underlying their selection.

Patrick Genna passed around a
handout on the history of flags of
South Africa, and displayed the
current flag—Ted related the story
of its creation by Fred Brownell.
Kate Cushman shares a Bastille
Day birthday with Joyce Gifford.
She showed a flag of the City of
London, which inspired the ICV27
flag, and gave an update on Liam.

Kate Cushman shows the flag of the
City of London, acquired from the
Bear Flag Museum.

Patrick Genna describes the genesis of
the flag of South Africa.

Fred Paltridge wears the American
flag while discussing the particulars of
his proposed personal flag.

Fred Paltridge described his childhood fascination with Portland’s
streetcars and his proposed personal flag design based on their
colors. PFA members gave him

suggestions, which led to a lengthy
discussion of the heraldic Rule of
Tincture and metals & colors.
Continued on next page
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David Koski shows a flag design from
his college days, depicting a “bosk”
from John Norman’s Gor series.

David Koski shared a flag he’d
designed in college, inspired by
the writings of John Norman,
depicting a cow-like “bosk”.
Ken Dale reflected on others’
presentations and described the
Flag Day event he and Michael had
participated in (see p. 8).
Max Liberman brought a Bahamian civil ensign, and wondered why,
apparently alone among Commonwealth flags, it bore a white cross.
He launched our planning for
Vexi-Day 2018 in Portland, with
Kate signing on to help.
John Schilke reflected on the flag
of the U.S. Public Health Service,
under which he once served.

Max Liberman explains the civil
ensign of the Bahama and ponders the
source of its white cross.

John Schilke recalls his days in the
U.S. Public Health Service.

David Ferriday showed a Department of the Army pillow-flag fabric and a large Portland Thorns
(women’s soccer) flag—the Portland flag in Thorns colors.
William Gifford described the
flag of Nottinghamshire and the
incipient effort to update the flag
of Oregon City, in which he hopes
to play a role.

David Ferriday unveils a Portland
Thorns flag—the Portland city flag in
the team colors—which he’d borrowed
from the fans to share it with the PFA.

Jessie Spillers reiterated his offer to
host the PFA every January, in the
common room at the Legends.

Jessie Spillers reflects on the debate
about the mystery flag.

Ken Dale describes his role in U.S.
Flag Day commemorations.
August 2018

William Gifford finds the flag of
Nottinghamshire on the Net, asserting
that the archer ought to face the hoist.

Our next meeting will be hosted
by Joyce and William Gifford on
13 September at the Oregon City
Public Library, 606 John Adams St,
Oregon City. They took the Portland Flag Association flag home,
the customary task of the next
host(s).
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Roundup

A close observer of social media saw this image circulating in July,
commenting on U.S. immigration policy.

Vexillologists in Chile have formed
CONAVEX, the Corporación
Nacional de Vexilología de Chile.
Ted Kaye, who lived and worked in
Chile 1981–83, has been voted an
honorary member for his work in
vexillology and vexillography.

NAVA 52 takes
place in Québec
City 12–14 October 2018. Find
full information and on-line registration at www.nava.org and join
other PFA members attending this
interesting flag-filled weekend.

A reader reminds us that one of
the most famous baseball poems
in U.S. history—the one about
“Tinker to Evers to Chance”
includes a flag word: Ruthlessly
pricking our gonfalon bubble…
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Baseball%27s_Sad_Lexicon

The Centennial of a WWI Service Flag in Dayton, Washington
By Michael Orelove

Kathleen Forrest and I recently
took a trip to southeastern Washington and visited the historic Smith
Hollow Country Schoolhouse in
Dayton.
In the totally refurbished one-room
school from the turn of the 20th
century is a display honoring veterans from the Columbia County area.
Featured in the display was a WWI
service flag from the First Congregational Church in Dayton bearing 42
symbols on one side and 42 corresponding names on the other.

The flag was rediscovered in the
church’s attic during a clean-up day
in 2002. Those honored on the flag
were congregants of the church or
otherwise connected in some way.
The stars represent soldiers/sailors,
crosses represent nurses, and triangles represent YMCA spiritual or
recreational service. The gold star
honors Frank Bauers, the only death.
The church raised funds starting in
2015 to conserve the flag before the
centennial of U.S. involvement in
the Great War. Over 450 served
from Columbia County, 13 died.

Michael Orelove admires an interesting WWI-era service flag. Stars are for
soldiers/sailors, crosses for nurses,
and the triangle for YMCA service.
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Density Map of Stars on National Flags
A fascinating density map, created
by reddit user Conspiracie, locates
every star shown on a national flag.
Posted in late July, it immediately
drew extensive comments on the
“dataisbeautiful” and “vexillology”
subreddits.
The chart shows the location of
every star on national flags, after
scaling all flags to 2:3. (The stars
themselves are not scaled, but
placed appropriately proportioned
at their relative position on a 2:3scaled flag.) The chart omits stars

without inner detail (e.g. Morocco's pentagram and Israel’s Star of
David). Very small stars, such as
the one on Croatia’s flag, also were
omitted.

The second version (next page)
presents the stars in color: white,
yellow, blue, green, yellow, black;
first combined, then separately.

Conspiracie posted two versions of
the chart.

Conspiracie reported that Illustrator calculated a total of 251 stars,
although that might get updated.

The first version (below) places
every star from every national flag
in the world, regardless of color,
on a 2:3 field in gray. The darker
the star, the more stars appear in
that location.

The chart inspired much interest,
including a lengthy discussion of
Bosnia-Herzegovina’s truncated
stars. After a question about
Brazil, the chart was quickly
updated to include its stars.

Revised seal design for
the City of Seattle, by David Strong
Design Group, 1974.

Density map of stars on national flags. The darker the star, the more stars appear in that location.
Source: https://i.redd.it/qviunrko7xb11.png

Continued on next page
August 2018
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Statistics reported by Conspiracie:


Total number of stars: 251



Largest star: Myanmar



Smallest star: Brazil



Most stars: United States



Star with most arms: Malaysia
(14)*



Most star colors on one flag:
Panama (2)**



Most common pattern of
stars: Southern Cross (4, 5 if
counting Brazil)

*could be disputed to be Marshall
Islands with 24 but I decided not
to consider that a star since not all
arms are the same length.
** New Zealand, Burundi, Dominica, and Paraguay have their stars
outlined in a second color as well.

Density map of stars on national flags, shown in color then sorted by color.
Source: https://i.redd.it/ixl0byl6qqb11.png

An interesting debate arose about
the exclusion of representations of
the Sun. While physically a star, it
appears radically different when
shown on a flag.

So, most accurately, the Sun both
IS and IS NOT a star, depending
on whether you’re referring to the
physical objects or their appearance in our Earth sky.”

One commenter summarized:
“It’s two different definitions of
stars and you know it. In our
Earth sky, our home star, the Sun,
appears much different than the all
the other stars. It is vastly brighter
and we can clearly see it as a circle
instead of a point. Because of this,
we have two separate stylistic
depictions of the two sky entities.

However, it seems that Nepal’s sun
appears on the chart, so there may
well be updates in the future.
Vexillologists have some intriguing
threads to pull from the data in
these charts. We might explore
how the stars’ locations inform flag
design—for example, what area of
the field is favored by stars: center,

hoist, upper hoist? We might
examine the meanings attributed to
all those stars, or trace their origins
and influences. We could engage
in more classification work, tallying
the frequency of 5–, 6–, and morepointed stars or describing their
relative sizes. And we could delve
into the deepest questions of all:
WHY is the five-pointed star such
a popular element of flag design,
when did it begin, how did it
spread, and what does it signify to
each the various nations who use it
on their flags?
For more information, see:
https://www.reddit.com/r/vexillology/
comments/919klp/
the_location_of_every_star_on_a_nationa
l_flag/
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Flag Day 2018 in Gresham
By Michael Orelove

Ken Dale and I participated in the
2018 U.S. Flag Day celebration at
the Bateman Carroll Funeral Home
in Gresham, Oregon.
The backdrop included flags of the
various military branches.
Chaplain Terry Schrick, who
has served 24 years in the Army
Reserves, officiated the event.
Also speaking was Bruce Hall,
commander of VFW Post 1325.
I spoke about the American flag:
past, present, and future, displaying
various historical flags and ending
with a prospective American flag
with 51 stars.

Ken Dale recites the

Gettysburg Address.

Ken gave the history of the Gettysburg address and recited Lincoln’s words with dramatic effect.
A vocalist, Jocelyn Claire Thomas,
sang the national anthem and other patriotic songs, then Taps was
played.
After the celebration a reception
featured crackers, pepperoni, and
cheese arranged as the American
flag. The cheese was cut into star
shapes.
As a community service, Bateman
Carroll uses its their facilities to
“retire” old American
flags. Thank you.
We all celebrated Flag Day in style.

An edible American flag features
crackers, pepperoni, and cheese stars.

Michael Orelove (left) explains the Great Star pattern U.S. flag.
August 2018

A Flag Faully

Michael Faul, who grew up in Rhodesia
and now lives in the UK, and was the
long-time editor of Flagmaster (the Flag
Institute’s periodical), relates a fun story:
“Bruce Berry, the secretary of the
Southern African Vexillological
Association, recently visited the
UK on a task connected with his
employment. He did not have time
to visit me, but he did have a look
through the Flag Institute Archives
for useful material. He emailed me
about the visit, saying he had found
two flags which were ‘very interesting’: a British Union Flag and one
of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland. Both had gold fringes,
and he asked if they had been used
in a special manner. My heart
skipped a beat. That Federal flag
was the first flag I ever bought, using my pocket-money, in 1957,
while still being at school. I also
bought the Union Flag, as the two
always flew together. My mother
sewed on the fringes. So these
were right from when I started to
take vexillology seriously. At the
time, I had no idea of making a collection, but these two became the
‘foundation stones’ of the collection that grew to 250–300 full-size
flags, with as many table-top flags,
and files and files of documentation
and a wall-full of books. From
such small things do mountains
grow.”

Portland Flag Association

For Those Who Think Africa is One Country

Flags can help make a socio-political statement in a profound way.
This map appears to have debuted in 2016 and frequently reappears on Facebook.
It has been promoted (if not created) by http://caglobalint.com/recruitmentafrica/.
Comments on the image concede that very few people actually believe Africa is one country, despite a 2014 Joe Biden gaffe.
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The First U.S. Flag Sewn in Oregon?
By Ted Kaye

The Oregon Historical Society has
the Bills Flag on temporary display.
Its label says it is “...believed to be
the first U.S. flag made in Oregon.
It flew over Fourth Street in Portland on Independence Day [July 4],
1861.” It’s about 4 by 8 feet.
Ann Elizabeth Bills sewed the flag.
She was the wife of Cincinnati
Bills, proprietor of Portland Hack

& Dray, the predecessor of today’s
Oregon Transfer Company, which
is celebrating its 150th anniversary.
The flag bears 34 stars, recognizing the admission of Kansas to the
union in January of that year, succeeding Oregon as the newest
state. It appears to be hand-sewn,
with stars in reverse appliqué
(sewn on one side and the field cut
out behind them on the other
side—the illustration shows the
reverse). The blue canton has
faded and it has some moth holes
and minor fraying in a fly corner,
otherwise its condition is excellent.
A treasure of the OHS collections,
the Bills Flag is displayed infrequently but can be seen now in the
OHS lobby.
However, Oregon has at least one
rival claimant for “first flag” status.
At a community meeting in the
Hood River Valley on 20 June
1861, residents had received word
of the first major battle in the Civil

The 34-star 1861 Bills Flag (reverse),
currently on display at the Oregon
Historical Society in Portland.
August 2018

War and voted for a special 4th of
July celebration. Nathaniel Coe
was charged with securing a flag
and a committee appointed to prepare a pole and the grounds for a
special ceremony. Coe traveled by
steamboat to Portland to buy the
bunting and the women of Hood
River made the flag. His wife
Mary took stripes to The Dalles
where Miss Corinth Moody sewed
them together on the first sewing
machine brought to Oregon.
The 34 stars were made and
stitched by hand onto the blue
field in a “Great Star” pattern by
other ladies of the community.
The 8-by-12 foot flag flew for
the first time on 4 July 1861 in
Hood River front of the location
of today’s Park Street School.
The Coes’ son, Henry Clay Coe,
donated the flag to the County in
1924; it is now a cherished artifact
at the History Museum of Hood
River County and “only comes out
for special events and with very
special handling”.

Boy Scouts unfurl the 34-star 1861 Coe Flag in Hood River
on its sesquicentennial in 2011 (History Museum of Hood River County).
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What’s that Flag?

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz

By Tony Burton

By Mike Thomas

So many flags look alike but there
are subtle differences. Can you
name these flags, old and new?
Answers in the next issue…

These flags, shown in the quiz in
grayscale, all have red and white
stripes.

Port (ICS or NATO).

Peru.

Puerto Rico.

Jura, Switzerland.
Canada.

French Polynesia.

Liberia.
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Portland Flag Miscellany
Portland’s women’s soccer team,
the Thorns, receives avid support
from its fan group, the Rose City
Riveters (similar to the Timbers
Army, which supports the men’s
team).
For Pride Night in June before the
home game against Sky Blue FC
(New Jersey), the Riveters unveiled
their tifo banner, consisting of a
series of flags with “we are family”
printed over them and rainbow
streamers trailing below.
According to Rose City Riveters
@PDXRivetersSG,
The top row of flags are:
asexual, transgender, straight ally,
genderqueer.
The lower row of flags are:
pansexual, genderfluid, bisexual, and
the modified LGBT rainbow with
added black and brown stripes.

The Rose City Riveters’ tifo banner, displayed 27 June 2018 for Pride Night.
Photo by Bennett Dewan, posted on www.stumptownfooty.com

September Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be hosted by
Joyce & William Gifford at 7 PM,
Thursday, 13 September 2018, at
the Oregon City Public Library,
606 John Adams St, Oregon City.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engaging in provocative flag-related discussion.
Newcomers are welcome!
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
August 2018

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

